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Unstable trench bottom
If localised loads exceed the rigid pipe’s structural limit, wall failures
(cracking) may occur. Either infiltration or ex-filtration will result (flow direction will be from the higher to lower pressure area). If cracking continues, the rigid pipe may collapse.
By contrast, flexible (especially plastic) pipes will deform when the
trench bottom is unstable. As such, joint area movement is minimised,
reducing occurrences of seal loss. Generally, flexible pipes come in longer
lengths than rigid pipes, so there are fewer joints “at risk”. Plus, fused or
XFMEFE)%1&QJQFTZTUFNTBSFKPJOUMFTTBOEBSFUIFSFGPSFOPUTVCKFDUUP
this problem.



Ian Venter
FLEXIBLE PIPE VS. RIGID PIPE (GENERAL)
Rigid pipes
i3JHJEQJQFTwBSFTVóDJFOUMZTUSPOH CPUIXJUIJOUIFQJQFXBMMBOEKPJOUT 
to withstand most anticipated live and dead loads. A pipe’s ability to resist imposed loads is improved by “better” embedment conditions.
Flexible pipes
“Flexible pipes” rely on the deformation of the pipe from imposed loads
to mobilise the support of embedment materials on both sides of the
pipe. Their primary structural function is distributing the imposed vertical loads to the surrounding soil. Some standards define a flexible pipe as
one that can deflect more than 2% without cracking.
Only a small portion of imposed loads are actually carried by the flexible pipe itself. Instead, load is transferred to the surrounding bedding
material. A pipe system’s load carrying capacity increases significantly
with an increase in the stiffness of embedment materials.

Structure and scope
Concrete pipe is formed by encasing reinforcing steel inside a concrete
pipe wall. The steel can be optimally located to provide resistance to the
anticipated loads. The concrete is produced from different source materials to take advantage of local conditions and/or to obtain the desirable
strength or chemical resistance properties.
This product can be designed to limit small crack formation in tensile
TFDUJPOT PG UIF QJQF UP MFTT UIBO ̓ NN 5IF ̓ NN DSBDL DMBTTJöDBUJPOTBSF% % % PS%BMUFSOBUJWFMZ DPODSFUFQJQFDBOCF
designed to support an ultimate anticipated load, with appropriate facUPSTPGTBGFUZ5IF%MPBEDMBTTJöDBUJPOTVTJOHUIJTNFUIPEBSF   
 BOE5IFTQFDJöDBUJPOTDPWFSJOHUIJTEFTJHOBSF4"/4BOE
4"/4̓
Fabricating the pipe with a profile allows for desirable stiffness properUJFTBUPWFSBMMXFJHIUTUIBUBSF̓MFTTUIBOTPMJEXBMM)%1&QJQF5IF
TUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFUZQJDBMMZXFJHITMFTTUIBOPGBOFRVJWBlent concrete pipe. The pipe’s structural capacity is classified in accordBODFXJUI4"/45IF3JOH4UJòOFTT$POTUBOU 34$ SBUJOHGPSUIF
pipe is an empirical measurement of its load carrying capacity.

Evaluating pipe performance
If all design factors are well understood, a suitable piping system can be
created using either “rigid” or “flexible” pipe design methodology. Both
methods are supported by academic review and industry standards
4"#4 *40 &/ $&/ 4'4 GPSQJQFUFTUJOH RVBMJöDBUJPO BOEJOTUBMMBUJPO
However, design factors and assumptions are often not well known, incorrect, or they may change over time.
Let’s examine a few scenarios:
Inadequate/improper bedding and backfill
A rigid piping system’s carrying capacity is the total load that can be supported by the pipe itself. For concrete pipe, this is determined by a threeedge bearing test multiplied by a bedding factor (between 1.5 and 4.42).
#FEEJOHGBDUPSTCFUXFFOBOEBQQMZUPUIFGPVSTUBOEBSEJOTUBMMBtion types in a trench application.
When the bedding is improperly installed, and the backfill is not properly compacted, the pipe’s strength will initially support the imposed dead
and live loads.
The trench walls will support the weight of the backfill (Marston effect).
But any theoretical increase in pipe strength resulting from a properly
bedded and backfilled installation is compromised. Over time, the pipe
will experience more and more of the trench load. Eventually, the pipe’s
capacity will be exceeded and it may fail. Cracks exceeding the design
limits will develop and the pipe’s steel reinforcement will be exposed to
its internal medium. In sanitary sewer and industrial applications, this
may be corrosive to the reinforcing steel. This failure is most likely to occur well after the installation period, when the system is not being monitored as carefully as it is during construction. (Flexible pipes confirm the
quality of installation).
Flexible pipe, on the other hand, relies on initial bedding, which conforms to the project’s standard requirements. For most sewer applications, this would be well-graded, granular materials that are appropriately compacted.
Limiting pipe deflection is the main factor in the design of a flexible piping system. Even when it isn’t, the expected pipe deflection is calculated.
This anticipated deflection increases substantially when the projectspecified bedding is not provided. Monitoring pipe deflection during
the construction process will effectively ensure compliance with project
requirements. Installation problems are readily apparent and can be corrected before the pipe is put into service.

+PJOJOHTZTUFNT
Concrete pipe joints are gasketed bell and spigot connections. The pipes
are supplied in 2.44 m lengths, to limit the weight of large diameter indiWJEVBMQJQFTFDUJPOT5IFTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFJTBMTPBWBJMBCMFXJUI
bell and gasket connections (in sizes up to 800 mm in 12 mm lengths).
However, a welded (fused) connection may also be performed for all
TUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFTJOTFXFS TUPSNPSTBOJUBSZ BQQMJDBUJPOT
Chemical resistance
Generally, concrete is more chemically resistant than carbon steel pipe,
CVU NVDI MFTT TP UIBO )%1& $PODSFUF JT WVMOFSBCMF UP IZESPHFO TVMphide, which forms when solids in sanitary wastewater are unable to stay
in suspension. This often occurs in collector sanitary sewers during periods of low flow.
Concrete pipe gaskets conform to the requirements of the relevant
TUBOEBSET (BTLFUT GPS TUSVDUVSFE XBMM )%1& QJQFT DPOGPSN UP UIF SFRVJSFNFOUTPG&/#PUIQJQJOHTZTUFNTDBOPòFSHBTLFUTJOBWBriety of materials. Generally, gaskets are more vulnerable than the pipe
material to chemical attack. This is a significant concern for concrete pipe
systems, which have a gasket every 2.44 m.
&YUSVTJPO XFMEFE TUSVDUVSFE XBMM )%1& QJQF TZTUFNT BSF OPU TVCKFDU
UPHBTLFUEFHSBEBUJPO)%1&IBTFYDFMMFOUDIFNJDBMSFTJTUBODFUPNPTU
industrial and domestic wastes. With the exception of exposure to apolar
solvents (such as some alcohols, halogens and aromatics), the chemical
SFTJTUBODFPG)%1&JTTVQFSJPSUPDPODSFUF
Abrasion comparison
Abrasion resistance is a material’s ability to withstand mechanical erosion. Pipes used in sanitary, storm water sewer and culvert applications require significant abrasion resistance, since grit and suspended
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CBDLöMMSFRVJSFNFOUTCFUXFFODPODSFUFBOETUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFT
However, standards require that the initial backfill for concrete pipe must
extend to the pipe spring-line, while the initial backfill for plastic pipe
should extend to a minimum of 150 mm over the top of the pipe. The
initial backfill is the zone that must be compacted to achieve the pipe’s
bedding support.
Where trench settlement isn’t a concern, some minor additional effort is
OFFEFEUPNFFUUIFJOJUJBMCBDLöMMSFRVJSFNFOUTGPSTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&
and other plastic pipes. However, most trench applications in roadway
cuts require careful selection and compaction of the trench backfill materials anyway, so there is no additional effort (or cost) involved.

solids continuously impact on the pipe wall. As flow velocity increases,
so does abrasion.
The abrasion resistance of concrete pipe may be adversely affected by
corrosion. As such, the specific application must be evaluated. Plastic
pipe is highly resistant to abrasion. This is because its molecular composition creates a “trampoline” response when impacted by tumbling aggregate (such as grit and solids).
)%1&JTUISFFUPöWFUJNFTNPSFBCSBTJPOSFTJTUBOUUIBODPODSFUFQJQF
XIFOUFTUFEJOB%BSNTUBEUBCSBTJPOUFTU*OGBDU )%1&PGUFOSBOLTöSTU
JOXFBSSFTJTUBODFBNPOHQJQFNBUFSJBMT%S-PVJT(BCSJFMDPOEVDUFEB
XJEFMZSFDPHOJTFEDPNQBSJTPOPGBCSBTJPOSFTJTUBODFJOBU$BMJGPSOJB
State University.

Service life and cost
The popular concrete design software, “PipePac 2000,” compares the lifeDZDMFDPTUTCFUXFFODPODSFUFBOE)%1& HFOFSBMMZQSFTVNFEUPCFDJSDVlar corrugated polyethylene pipe). The software presumes a service life of
100 years for concrete pipe in all storm sewer, sanitary sewer and culvert
BQQMJDBUJPOT*UQSFTVNFTBTFSWJDFMJGFWBMVFPGZFBSTGPS)%1&QJQF 
despite the material’s superior hydraulic, corrosion resistant and abrasion
resistant properties.
Concrete pipe failures (due to corrosion or abrasion) often result in a
SFEVDFETFSWJDFMJGF+PJOUEFHSBEBUJPOPSGBJMVSFNBZEFUFSNJOFUIFFòFDUJWFVTFGVMMJGFPGBQJQFTZTUFN"XFMEFETUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFIBT
no joints. In general, its service life will be at least 50% greater than concrete. In corrosive applications, it will be double. Although service life for
both pipe materials must be carefully evaluated, concrete should never
FYDFFEUIFTFSWJDFMJGFPGBTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQF
A fair cost comparison between the two materials will show similar capital costs, where the nominal pipe size is the same. However, in many apQMJDBUJPOT TNBMMFSTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFTXJMMCFVTFECFDBVTFPGJUT
superior Manning’s n value. Installation costs will vary. In areas where the
trench can be open cut and where longer lengths of pipe can be used, its
installation costs should be lower.

TABLE 1
6WDQGDUGV 86$
6WDQGDUGV &DQDGD
6L]H
6L]H
Structural type
8QLWOHQJWKZHLJKW
Burial design
method
Shape

6WUXFWXUHG:DOO+'3(3LSH
6$16,62(1
CSA B182.6

Concrete
ASTM C507M
CSA A257. ½
110 mm - 900 mm non
reinforced
300 mm - 3 600 mm
reinforced
:DOOV$%&
PW

Smooth inner and outer
PW

Rigid

Flexible

&LUFXODU(OOLSWLFDO

Circular
$670'6$%6
)OH[LEOHEHGGLQJFODVV&
EHGGLQJIRUULJLGSLSHV
(19
0.01

Installation

ASTM C1479-01

Manning’s n

0.013

280 mm - 3 500 mm

STRUCTURED WALL HDPE PIPE VS. CONCRETE
Hydraulic comparison
.BOOJOHTiOwWBMVFGPSOFXDPODSFUFQJQFJTo5IFDPODSFUF
QJQFJOEVTUSZQSPNPUFTUIFVTFPGoBTBQQSPQSJBUFMPOHUFSN
WBMVFT5IJTEJòFSFODFBDDPVOUTGPSBMPOHUFSNEFUFSJPSBUJPOJO
“n” value due to corrosion and abrasion.
The reduction in flow capacity is anticipated, particularly in hostile enWJSPONFOUT.BOOJOHTUFTUFEiOwWBMVFGPSUIFTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQF
JTCFUXFFOBOE'PSQJQFFYDFFEJOH̓NN*% UIJTXJMM
BQQSPBDIUIFWBMVFBTTPDJBUFEXJUITPMJEXBMM)%1&QJQF
A design value of 0.010 is recommended to provide for limited deterioSBUJPO XIJMF SFDPHOJTJOH UIF TUSVDUVSFE XBMM )%1& QJQFT FYDFMMFOU DPSrosion and abrasion resistance. Still, even by conservative estimates, the
TUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFTøPXDBQBDJUZJOBHSBWJUZTFXFSBQQMJDBUJPOJT
HSFBUFSUIBODPNQBSBCMZTJ[FEDPODSFUFQJQF

STRUCTURED WALL HDPE PIPE VS. CMP (CORRUGATED METAL PIPE)
CMP pipe structure
Corrugated metal pipe comes in a wide range of sizes, corrugation profiles, metal gauges, joint assemblies, and coatings. As a circular pipe, it’s
BWBJMBCMF JO TJ[FT VQ UP ̓ ̓ NN EJBNFUFS 8IFO $.1 JT TVQQMJFE BT
structural plate components, spans over 6 m can be accommodated. It is
also available in a variety of pipe arch shapes.
+PJOJOHTZTUFNT
CMP joining systems generally feature a coupler with or without a gasket. For most drainage or culvert applications, only a mechanical connection is provided. In situations that require increased soil or water tightness, gaskets (O-rings, sleeve or strip gaskets made from butyl rubber,
neoprene or other elastomeric material with or without a mastic surface)
are provided.

Installation
"DDPSEJOH UP "45. $ i4UBOEBSE 1SBDUJDF GPS UIF *OTUBMMBUJPO PG
1SFDBTU $PODSFUF 4FXFS  4UPSN %SBJO BOE $VMWFSU 1JQF 6TJOH 4UBOEBSE
Installations”), the clearance between pipe and trench wall must sufficiently allow for the specified compaction. In any case, it must be at
MFBTUUIPGUIFQJQFTPVUTJEFEJBNFUFS 0% "45.%  i4UBOEBSE
Practice for Underground Installation of Thermoplastic Pipe for Sewers and Other Gravity Flow Applications”), on the other hand, specifies
a trench width wider than the compaction equipment required plus a
NJOJNVNDMFBSBODFPGiJODIFTwPSiPGUIFQJQFT0%UJNFTQMVT
6 inches”. However, most user specifications, such as the OPS8, require a
NJOJNVNTJEFDMFBSBODFPG̓NNSFHBSEMFTTPGQJQFNBUFSJBM1SBDUJcally then, there’s no difference in trench widths for bedding and initial
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Chemical resistance comparison
Chemical resistance is the factor most limiting steels use, since unprotected steel will oxidize (rust). The oxidized coating generally has a smaller
volume than the base metal and will crack, leaving the base metal unprotected. Unless special protection is provided, oxidization will continue.
Hence, the manufacturer provides various protective coatings.
These coatings range in thickness from 0.05 mm to 0.254 mm. Their
effectiveness is limited by durability and can be damaged by shipping
BOEIBOEMJOH JOTUBMMBUJPO CFEEJOH BOECBDLöMMQMBDFNFOUBTXFMMBT
internal abrasions from live loads. Commonly in culvert applications, the
entire protective coating is removed by abrasion. For example, corrosion
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and abrasion from highway sand and salt can cause the entire invert of
the pipe culvert to wear away, leading to its structural failure and collapse
of the roadway.

Service life and costs
The system designer should select a service life that is consistent with
the material’s proven track record. A primary application of the structured
XBMM)%1&QJQFJTUIFSFMJOJOHPG$.1DVMWFSUTUIBUIBWFCFFOJOTFSWJDF
GPSZFBST5IF̓NNo̓NNUIJDLMJOJOHTJOUFOEFEUPFYUFOE
the CMP’s service life can only be expected to do so by a nominal amount.
CMP with a low-cost bituminous or zinc coating will generally be less
expensive on a capital cost basis. The material’s bedding and backfill installation requirements are comparable with that of the structured wall
)%1&QJQF)PXFWFS FYQFDUFETFSWJDFMJGFWBMVFTGPSQJQFTBSFUJNFT
greater than that of CMP, effectively reducing the lifecycle costs of a strucUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFDVMWFSUPSQJQFTZTUFNCFMPXUIBUPGB$.1TZTUFN

Abrasion resistance comparison
"%BSNTUBEUBCSBTJPOUFTUTIPXTUIBUTUFFMJTUJNFTNPSFTVTDFQUJCMFUPBCSBTJPOUIBO)%1&5IJTJTBHHSBWBUFECZUIFDPSSVHBUJPOTJOUIF
CMP wall, which increase the turbulence that produces abrasion. Bituminous and zinc coatings are easily removed by abrasion.
*SPOJDBMMZ )%1&DPBUJOHTPOBTNPPUIXBMMFE$.1QSPWJEFUIFNPTU
effective abrasion and corrosion protection. However, it is limited by the
effectiveness of the bond between the coating and base metal. In addition, the lining’s thermal characteristics also vary from those of the base
NFUBM )%1&T SFTQPOTF UP UFNQFSBUVSF DIBOHF JT BQQSPYJNBUFMZ UFO
times that of steel. Even so, the long-term performance of
)%1&MJOFE$.1JTVOLOPXO BTJUJTBSFMBUJWFMZDPNQMFYTVCKFDU̓NBUUFS

STRUCTURED WALL HDPE PIPE VS. PVC
Pipe structure and scope
17$ BOFYUSVEFEQMBTUJDQJQF JTBDMPTFDPVTJOPGUIF)%1&QSPEVDU*UT
produced as a straight wall pipe or with one of several profile wall designs (such as concentric straight ribbed or concentric “T” rib). It’s also
BWBJMBCMF JO TJ[FT GSPN ̓ NN o ̓ ̓ NN *% XJUI BiDMPTFEw QSPöMF
design.
17$VQUP̓NNJOEJBNFUFSIBTCFDPNFUIFQSFEPNJOBOUQJQFNBterial for gravity sewer applications. In larger diameters, it has a much
TNBMMFSNBSLFUQFOFUSBUJPO/PSFDPHOJTFEJOEVTUSZTUBOEBSETFYJTUGPS
PVC sizes larger than 1 500 mm; a web search did not indicate material
availability in that size range.
The profile wall designs give the pipe additional stiffness and its maximum imposed load carrying capacity. PVC is produced in lengths from
6 m – 12 m and is available as a non-pressure (gravity) sewer pipe in a
broad range of sizes and configurations.
*OHFOFSBM 17$QJQFJTNPSFiTUJòwUIBO)%1&-JLF)%1&QJQF JUVTFTB
flexible buried pipe design method. Imposed loads are transferred to the
surrounding soil by pipe deflection. PVC’s stiffness range makes it suitable for applications with a broad range of dead and live loads. But since
17$JTNPSFCSJUUMFUIBO)%1& FYUSBDBSFJTSFRVJSFEUPQSPUFDUJU QBSticularly the bell and spigot ends) from shipping and handling damage.
5IFTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFJTBWBJMBCMFJOBWBSJFUZPGMFOHUITBOE
QJQFTJ[FTVQUP̓̓NN*%4UBOEBSEMFOHUITBSFVQUP̓N MJNJUFE
solely by shipping logistics. It is the sole practical alternative to concrete
pipe in these large sizes, and is the only plastic pipe option available in
UIF̓NNo̓̓NN*%SBOHF

TABLE 2
Standards
6L]HUDQJH
Lengths
Burial Design
Method

6WUXFWXUHG:DOO+'3(3LSH
6$16,62(19
280 mm to 3 500 mm diameter

CMP
ASTM A929
150 mm-3 600 mm
Multi-plate
20’, various

12 m, various

Flexible

Flexible

Installation

ASTM A798

Manning’s n
Maximum burial
depth
Ph tolerance
Shape

0.012 - 0.025

$670'6$%6
)OH[LEOHEHGGLQJFODVV&
EHGGLQJIRUULJLGSLSHV
(19
0.01

> 45 m

12 m

5 > ph < 8
Circular, arch

Tolerant
Circular

Hydraulic comparison
$.1IZESBVMJDTDBOOPUNBUDIUIPTFPG)%1&FTQFDJBMMZBUMBSHFSEJBNFUFST5IF /BUJPOBM $PSSVHBUFE 4UFFM 1JQF "TTPDJBUJPO SFDPNNFOET
.BOOJOHTOWBMVFTPGGPS$.1XJUIEJBNFUFSTPG̓̓NNBOE
larger. It recommends Manning’s n values as high as 0.025 for CMP of
̓ ̓ NN  EJBNFUFS BOE ̓ NN Y ̓ NN DPSSVHBUJPO $PNQBSBUJWFMZ UIF.BOOJOHTiOwWBMVFGPSUIFTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFEPFTOPU
exceed 0.01. This differential means that a smaller pipe size may be used
for the same application or that the designer can specify flatter grades
than would be possible with CMP.
In culvert applications, the pipe’s capacity seldom controls the system’s
hydraulic capacity. Usually, the flow is inlet-controlled (limited by the
ability to get the flow into the pipe) or outlet-controlled (limited by the
downstream system’s ability to handle the outflow).
The CMP industry has many inlet devices designed to improve a pipe’s
inlet capacity.
The material’s Manning’s n value has an impact where the culvert is
operating under head, or where the limiting factor is the barrel’s capacity when flowing full.
Where inlet control is the limiting hydraulic factor on a square cut
culvert pipe end (regardless of which pipe material is being used), the
culvert should be mitered to match the embankment slope. An inlet
transition structure may also be added to channel the flow into the pipe.
#PUI$.1BOE)%1&NBUFSJBMTBSFFBTJMZBEBQUFEGPSDPOOFDUJPOUPBO
inlet structure.

+PJOJOHTZTUFNT
PVC pipe is manufactured with an integral bell end. A variety of elastomeric gasket materials are used to make the pipe joint seal. The bell and
HBTLFUKPJOUTHFOFSBMMZNFFUUIFSFRVJSFNFOUTPG"45.%
Environmental issues
Chlorine has been identified as a carcinogenic material. And PVC production accounts for 40% of all chlorine use in the United States.
Although opposition to the environmentalist movement’s position on
PVC use exists, Greenpeace’s past success as an advocacy group suggests the PVC industry will have difficulty maintaining its market share.
Chemical resistance comparison
The chemical resistance of PVC and PE are similar for many applications.
For example, both are well suited to resisting hydrogen sulphide corroTJPO 6OMJLF XFMEFE TUSVDUVSFE XBMM )%1& QJQF PS MJOFE DPODSFUF QJQF
systems (where the lining is extended across the gasket), the gasket in a
PVC pipe system is exposed to the hostile environment inside the pipe.
Hence, the corrosion resistance of the gaskets will generally be a limiting
factor of the system and, like all gasketed piping systems, leakage will
JODSFBTFBTUIFTZTUFNBHFTSFHBSEMFTTPGDPSSPTJPO
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"TUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFUPUIF""4)50.TQFDJöDBUJPO $4"
#TQFDJöDBUJPOBOE"45.'JTJODMVEFEJO"QQFOEJY" 5BCMF
Resin
""4)50TUBOEBSE.NBOEBUFTUIFVTFPGSFTJOTUIBUBSFOPMPOHFS
SBUFE GPS TUSFTT DSBDL HSPXUI SFTJTUBODF CZ UIF "45. TUBOEBSE %
Similarly, the resin is not rated for compressive or tensile strength by the
)ZESPTUBUJD%FTJHO#BTJTUFTUJOHNFUIPE
The Canadian standard that applies to CPP (CSA B182.6) permits a lower class of resin (P22) on the waterway wall.

Abrasion resistance comparison
While PVC has good abrasion resistance compared to steel or concrete,
JUT BCSBTJPO SFTJTUBODF JT HFOFSBMMZ IBMG UIBU PG )%1& VOEFS UIF DPOEJtions experienced in most gravity sewer systems.
Hydraulic comparison
.BOOJOHTOWBMVFGPS17$BOEUIFTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFBSF
and 0.010 respectively.
Installation
4USVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFTBOEHSBWJUZ17$TFXFSQJQFTIBWFUIFTBNF
trenching, bedding and backfill requirements. Installation requirements
GPSCPUIQJQFTPJMTZTUFNTBSFTQFDJöFEJO"45.%5IFQSJNBSZEJGferences between the two products are the joining systems and pipe
øFYJCJMJUZ5IFTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFIBTBCFOEJOHSBEJVTPG
 UJNFT UIF QJQFT 0% EFQFOEJOH PO TUJòOFTT  4P TNBMM BMJHONFOU
changes can be made by deflecting the pipe itself rather than the joint.

Slow crack growth resistance
"DDPSEJOHUPUIFPME""4)50.TUBOEBSE OPNPSFUIBOPGUIF
stress crack testing samples could fail within the 24-hour testing period
$MBTT   4USVDUVSFE XBMM )%1& QJQFT BEIFSF UP UIF $MBTT  TUBOEBSE
(stating that a maximum 20% of samples could fail within a 600-hour
testing period). This was the highest class that could be determined by
UIF&4$3UFTU "45.% QSFTDSJCFECZ% UIF4UBOEBSE4QFDJöcation for Polyethylene Pipe.
%VF UP B QSPCMFN XJUI TUSFTT JOEVDFE DSBDLT JO JOTUBMMFE ""4)50
. QJQF  $11 NBOVGBDUVSFST BOE ""4)50 VOEFSUPPL B TZTUFNBUJD
evaluation and recommended remedial actions.
5IFSFTVMUJOHSFQPSU QVCMJTIFEJO XBT/$)313FQPSU5IJT
TUVEZSFDPNNFOEFEBNPEJöFEi4JOHMF1PJOU/PUDIFE TBNQMF $POTUBOU5FOTJMF -PBEw 41/$5-  UFTU CF VTFE GPS ""4)50 ESBJOBHF QJQF
These recommendations have since been adopted by the current standBSE . 
"45.%IBTBEEFEB1&/5UFTUBTB4$3UFTUXJUIDMBTTJöDBUJPOT
UISPVHI5IFTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFIBTBEPQUFEUIFNPSFPOFSPVT
Class 5 definition.
5XPTJHOJöDBOUEJòFSFODFTJOUIF""4)50.BOEUIF"45.'
standards are the differentiated mechanical testing requirements. These
DPNQSJTFUIFOFXUFTUGPS4$3BOEUIF.SFRVJSFNFOUUPVOEFSUBLF
CSJUUMFOFTTUFTUJOH OPUJODMVEFEJO'CFDBVTFUIFZBSFVOXBSSBOUFE
by the higher grades of resin). Consequently, it’s no longer possible to
compare products made to these two very different standards.

Service life
-JLF )%1&  17$ IBT B MPOH TFSWJDF MJGF 5IF QJQF BOE KPJOU BTTFNCMZT
abrasion and corrosion characteristics must be considered when selecting the service life associated with a particular application. It is unrealJTUJDUPBTTJHOTFSWJDFMJGFWBMVFTPG ZFBSTUPBOZQJQFXJUIBHBTLFU
KPJOU0OMZGVTFEPSXFMEFE)%1&QJQFXJMMIBWFBOJOEFöOJUFTFSWJDFMJGF
expectancy.
TABLE 3
6WDQGDUGV 86$

6WDQGDUGV &DQDGD
6WUXFWXUDOW\SH V
6L]H
Stiffness
Unit length
Burial design
method
Shape
Installation
Joints
Manning’s n

39&
$670' ´´
) ´´
) ´´
) ´´
CSA B182.4
6WUDLJKWZDOOSUR¿OHZDOO
FORVHGSUR¿OHZDOO
4” - 60”
SVL 36
4-8 m

6WUXFWXUHG:DOO+'3(3LSH
(16$16,62

&6$% ´´
&ORVHGSUR¿OHZDOO
280 mm - 3 500 mm
40-400 RSC

ÀH[LEOH

ÀH[LEOH

Circular
ASTM D2321
*DVNHWHG '
0.009

Circular
ASTM D2321
:HOGHG ' 6$16
0.010

Pipe and joint design
CPP pipes are formed in discrete lengths with an integral bell and spigot.
A very high corrugation profile in an open profile design gives the pipe
a high moment of inertia and high stiffness in the radial direction. However, the pipe’s deep exterior corrugations make it difficult to place and
compact the bedding materials. As such, significant effort is required to
do this properly. Since the pipe has limited stiffness in the axial direction,
the placing and compacting of backfill in the haunch zone often results
in localized sections of the pipe “lifting” from the desired grade.
5IFTUSVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFTDMPTFEQSPöMFTUSVDUVSFQSPEVDFTIJHI
radial moments of inertia and high beam stiffness, along with a high
BYJBMNPNFOUPGJOFSUJB3BEJBMTUJòOFTTEFUFSNJOFTUIFNBYJNVNMPBE
a pipe can support. Axial stiffness determines the maximum push or
pull load that the pipe can sustain. It also enables the pipe to remain “on
grade” during installation. The closed profile design’s smooth exterior
surface simplifies the placement and compaction of bedding materials
essential to the system’s performance.
CPP is available with integral bell and gasket joints. Since the standard is silent on joint integrity, CPP manufacturers normally offer a “sandUJHIUw KPJOU /P PCKFDUJWF EFTDSJQUJPO PS TUBOEBSE PO UIJT UZQF PG KPJOU
exists. But the joint seal may be compromised if suitable stiffness is not
achieved in the primary backfill zone (from the bottom of the trench to
̓NNBCPWFUIFUPQPGUIFQJQF 4USVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFTDPNF
with a wide assortment of joining methods. Welded joints (all sizes) and
CFMMBOETQJHPUKPJOUT ww XJMMQSPEVDFBXBUFSUJHIUKPJOUUIBUNFFUT
"45.%SFRVJSFNFOUT*ONPTUBQQMJDBUJPOT BXFMEFEKPJOUXJMMCF

STRUCTURED WALL HDPE PIPE VS. CPP (CORRUGATED
POLYETHYLENE PIPE)
General
Corrugated Polyethylene Pipe (CPP) is intended for surface and subsurface drainage applications. In the United States, it’s manufactured to
""4)50.TUBOEBSET5IFDPSSFTQPOEJOHTQFDJöDBUJPOJO$BOBEBJT
$4"##PUIDPWFSQJQFTJ[FTVQUP̓̓NNPOMZ.EPFTOPU
include a joint leakage standard.
5IF TUSVDUVSFE XBMM )%1& QJQF JT NBOVGBDUVSFE UP '4"/4
*40̓&/TUBOEBSET*UJTJOUFOEFEGPSMPXQSFTTVSFBOEHSBWJUZTFXFSBQQMJDBUJPOJOTJ[FTVQUP̓̓NN*%'QJQFTNVTUNFFUB
KPJOUUJHIUOFTTTUBOEBSE % XJUIBOFTUBCMJTIFEQFSGPSNBODFMFWFM
that is much more demanding than normally specified for gasketed sewer systems. Generally, CPP is made from resins with mechanical properties that are less rigorously controlled than those specified for pipe
NBOVGBDUVSFEUPUIF"45.'4"/4*40̓&/̓TUBOEBSET
A comparison of
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surface, usually in a circular (but also in a spiral) pattern. Open profile
pipe has a high moment of inertia across the pipe wall (a high resistance
to bending in a radial direction). This resists pipe deflection caused by
live and dead loads.
However, open profile pipe has a very low moment of inertia in the axJBMEJSFDUJPO$POTFRVFOUMZ BYJBMJOTUBMMBUJPOQSFTTVSFTTVDIBTUIPTF
DBVTFECZDPOTUSVDUJPOFRVJQNFOUQVTIJOHBQJQFKPJOUUPHFUIFSFBTily deform the pipe. In wet soils, joint integrity may be compromised
when a pipe section deflects due to buoyancy.
Any flexible pipe’s performance is determined by the “soil stiffness” in
the trench’s primary bedding area. Soil stiffness measures the interlock
between adjacent soil or bedding particles. It is highly dependent on
the amount of bedding compaction imparted during pipe installation.
An open profile pipe requires very careful placement of the bedding materials, especially in the haunch zone. Granular materials must be “sliced”
with a shovel to ensure that the voids between corrugations are filled.
“Closed profile” pipe has a smooth interior and exterior surface. Both
the radial and axial moments of inertia are high. As a result, it’s much
easier to place bedding materials properly (and less critical if not properly placed). High axial stiffness allows the use of normal construction
equipment to push or pull the pipe into position. The pipe’s stiffness will

least costly and it offers the highest performance level (no leaks). The
TZTUFN JT DPNQMFUFMZ IPNPHFOPVT  XJUI UIF TBNF DPSSPTJPO SFTJTUance, abrasion resistance, and mechanical properties across both the
joint and pipe. Mechanical joints will produce a sand-tight joint, but not
one that is watertight.
TABLE 4
6WDQGDUGV 86$
6WDQGDUGV &DQDGD
6L]HUDQJH
Structural type

CPP
AASHTO M-294
CSA B182.6
300 mm-960 mm
2SHQSUR¿OH

Stiffness range

SVL ´ WRSVL ´

Manning’s n

0.01

6WUXFWXUHG:DOO+'3(3LSH
ASTM F894
CSA B182.6
280 mm-3 500 mm
&ORVHGSUR¿OH
56&HJ56& 
41 psi. SN2-SN8
0.01

Longitudinal stiffness and installation issues
.PTU QSPöMF XBMM )%1& QJQF JT QSPEVDFE XJUI BOiPQFOw SBUIFS UIBO B
“closed” profile. In general, the open profile is a corrugated exterior
TABLE 5

Scope
Scope

Type
Resin
9DOXHV

Stiffness

Spec. Length
Rate of Loading
Conditioning
'HÀHFWLRQ/LPLW
Stiffness Type
Frequency

Brittleness
(impact) test

Activity
Frequency

Slow crack
growth
resistance
testing

Resin

Other

CSA B182.6

ASTM F894

300-1 200 mm 12”-48”
Corrugated open or closed
SUR¿OH3(SLSH ¿WWLQJVZLWKRU
without perforations
9LUJLQ3(3&
300 mm-345 Kpa
900 mm-150 Kpa
1 diameter
½” per minute
40 hrs @ 23C
3%
Pipe
As agreed upon by purchaser &
VHOOHU 6HFWLRQ
ASTM D2444, 4.5 kg tup
Unclear, appears to be a
qualifying test

450-1 200 mm 18”-48”
&RUUXJDWHG,'EDVHG3(SLSHDQG
¿WWLQJVZLWKDVPRRWK,'IRUVWRUP
& sanitary sewers
93& RV 3& OV

250-3 050 mm 10”-120”
,'EDVHGRSHQRUFORVHGSUR¿OH
wall pipe for low pressure &
JUDYLW\VHZHUÀRZ
9LUJLQ3(3&

6WUXFWXUHGZDOO+'3(SLSH
F894 & B182.6
250-3 050 mm 10”-120”
,'EDVHGFORVHGSUR¿OHZDOO
pipe for low pressure & gravity
VHZHUÀRZ
9LUJLQ3(3&

210 & 320 Kpa

40 RSC to 160 RSC

40 to 400 RSC 210 & 320 Kpa

1 diameter
½” per minute
40 hrs @ 23C
5%
Pipe

Lesser of 2 diameters or 48”
2” per minute
40 hrs @ 23C
3%
Ring
0DQXIDFWXUHUVGLVFUHWLRQ 6HFWLRQ

None

As req’d by Std.
As req’d by Std.
40 hrs @ 23C
As req’d by Std.
As req’d by Std.

Once every 24 hrs, 1 per run
13.6 kg tup
Once every 24 hrs, 1 per run

3LSH)ODWWHQLQJ7HVW 6HFWLRQ

:DOO7KLFNQHVV

1RQHVSHFL¿HG

Min waterway wall 1.27 mm

0LQZDWHUZD\ZDOOYDULHVE\VL]H

Joint Seal

1RQHVSHFL¿HG

$670' SVL

$670' SVL

Marking Reqts

PDQXVL]H6WGPDQXSODQWGDWH
manu mark

0DQXVL]H3(FODVV8VHVWG
QRGDWH

Per Federal standard no. 123





As req’d by Std.
As req’d by Std.
As req’d by Std.

&RPSUHVVLRQ7HVW 6HFWLRQ 
$LU7LJKW 6HFWLRQ
&RPSUHVVLRQ±RQFHHYHU\KUV
Frequency
Unclear – 1 set per ‘run’ implied
1 per run Air Tight – every stick
5HVLQ±(6&5RU3(177HVW
5HVLQ±(6&5RU3(177HVW
Activity
Resin – SP-NCTL per ASTM 5397
Level 2
Level 3
Resin Qualifying Test, Pipe
Resin Qualifying Test
Frequency
Section 10.1 – as agreed between Resin Qualifying Test
purchaser & seller
Type
93&
93& RV 3& OV 9LUJLQ3(3&
'HQVLW\ JFF
0.945-0.955
0.941-0.955
0.941-0.955
0HOW,QGH[ JPLQ 0.4-.15
1.0-0.4
0.4-0.15
)OH[0RGXOXV 0SD 758-1103
552-758
552-758
7HQVLOH 0SD
21-24
21-24
21-24
&RQGLWLRQ%(6&5KUVRU &RQGLWLRQ&(6&5KUV
SCGR
SP-NCTL 50% - 24 hrs
RUKUV3(17
KU3(17
+'% 0SD
Not required
Not required
0SDSVL
Colour & Stabiliser
C < 5%
C > 2%
C > 2%
Activity

Other tests

AASHTO M-294-01

As req’d by Std.
As req’d by Std.
KUV3(177HVW/HYHO
Resin Qualifying Test
9LUJLQ3(3&

< 0.15
758-1103
21-24
KUV3(177HVW
0SDSVL
C > 2%
Min waterway wall varies by
VL]H VHHQRWH
$670' SVL 
SVL
Per Federal standard no. 123
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hold the pipe on grade (level) if met with buoyancy forces and the pipe’s
smooth exterior wall enables easier achievement of the design soil stiffness (E’) than with “open profile” pipe.
Corrosion and abrasion resistance
The weight of an open profile CPP pipe may be up to 50% lighter than
comparable (in terms of radial stiffness) closed profile structured wall
)%1&QJQF(FOFSBMMZ UIFXBUFSXBZXBMMGPS'QJQFJTUJNFTUIBU
PGUIF.QJQF-POHUFSNBCSBTJPOSFTJTUBODFJTBòFDUFECZNBUFSJBM
thickness.
While both pipes have excellent abrasion resistance (rates of material
BCSBTJPOFYDFFEUIBUPGDPODSFUFCZUJNFT UIF'TUSVDUVSFEXBMM
)%1&QJQFTTVCTUBOUJBMMZJODSFBTFEXBUFSXBZXBMMUIJDLOFTTXJMMPVUQFSform CPP.
Note: 4USVDUVSFEXBMM)%1&QJQFTBSFBWBJMBCMFJOBMMTJ[FTXJUIBXBUFSway wall thickness that meets the minimum wall thickness requirement
PG "45. ' 4PNF PG UIFATNBMM TJ[F o MPX SJOH TUJòOFTT JUFNT IBWF
a waterway wall less than the minimum where it has been possible to
obtain the required stiffness with the lighter wall.
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